In this paper we prove the existence of infinitely many distinct Tperiodic solutions for the perturbed second order Hamiltonian system q + V(q) = /(') under the conditions that V:RN -» R is continuously difterentiable and superquadratic, and that / is square integrable and 7-periodic. In the proof we use the minimax method of the calculus of variation combining with a priori estimates on minimax values of the corresponding functionals.
Introduction and main results
Recently multiple existence results of variational problems which are invariant under a group of symmetries have been studied extensively. For forced vibration problems this kind of symmetry breaks down. Our paper is devoted to such perturbation problems for superquadratic second order Hamiltonian systems (1.1) q + V(q) = f(t).
Our main result is the following Here q = d q/dt , V is the gradient of V, and we denote by p • q the scalar product in R^ .
For the autonomous case of (1.1) (i.e. / = 0 ), the result was first proved by Rabinowitz [15, 16] . His proof is based on that the corresponding functional, I{q) = Jo (\\<i\ ~~ V{Q(t)))dt, is invariant under an action of group S . That is I(q) = I(qe) for any d E [0,T], where qe(t) = q(t + 6). But in (1.1) the forcing term /(/) destroys the group symmetry. In [4] , Bahri and Berestycki used a Morse theory type argument and finite dimensional approximation to treat the system (1.1). They proved the above result by assuming (VI ' ): V e C (R , R) and (V2). In [18] Rabinowitz also considered such perturbation problems and established a functional framework, which works more directly on infinite dimensional spaces. He proved this result by assuming (VI), (V2) and some polynomial growth condition on V.
In this paper we follow the basic functional framework of [ 18] , but we modify the treatment of the 5 -action and derive some new a priori estimates. These allow us to get Theorem 1.2. More precisely we prove Theorem 1.2 via the following steps. 1 °. In § §2 and 3, we define a modified functional J corresponding to (1.1) and an auxiliary space X with a simpler S '-action on it than on Wx ,2(SX , R ). With the aid of X we define two sequences of minimax values, {bk ¡} and {ak ¡} for k E N, i = I , ... ,N, of J, which satisfy bk ¡ > ak ¡. We prove that if bk . > ak ¡ then J possesses a critical value not less than bk . and corresponding critical points of J are solutions of (1.1).
2°. In §4 we prove that if bk (. = ak i for all large enough k and i = 1.N, then this implies that (1. 3) akj<ak^-X)
for some q > 0, large enough k and i -1.N. The proof depends on the properties of the 5'-action we defined on X .
3 ° . In §5 we prove a lower estimate for the growth of {ak (} (1.4) lim -X± = +oo, i = I, ... ,N k^oo k (1.4) improves the corresponding estimate obtained in [18] . In (1.4), the exponent "2" is crucial, since if p > 2, (1.4) contradicts (1.3) and completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. The method we used to prove (1.4) is different from earlier known methods (for example [4, 18] ). In §6, we briefly describe some further extensions. In the appendix wë make a detailed study of a single ODE to get estimates used in §5.
This paper is a part of my doctoral thesis. I wish to express my sincere thanks to my advisor Professor Paul H. Rabinowitz for his guidance, help and encouragement.
A MODIFIED FUNCTIONAL
In order to prove the main Theorem 1.2, firstly, without loss of generality, we may assume T = 2n , so f E L2(SX , RN). Define E=WX 2(SX , RN) with By standard results [20] , we know that I EC (E , R) and the critical points of I in E will be weak solutions of (1.1). We define an 5 -action Tg on E by (2.1) (Teq)(t) = q(t + 6) for 0 E [0, 2n\
We say a functional L:E -► R is 51 (£)-invariant if If / = 0 in (1.1), then the corresponding functional I is S (¿^-invariant. This important property was used by Rabinowitz (cf. [15, 16] ) and others (cf. [6, 17] ) to prove the existence of multiple solutions of the autonomous problem. But when / does depend on /, these proofs break down. In order to measure and control the asymmetry caused by /(/), in [18] , Rabinowitz introduced the following modified functional J. For the proofs of its properties we refer to [18] .
It is easy to check that (V2) implies that there are constants Kx , K2, K3 > 0, such that (2.3) Uv'(q)-q + Kx)>V(q) + K2>Ki\qf Vq E RN. Lemma 2.4 (Lemma 2.6 [18] ). If q is a critical point of I, then there exists a constant K4>0 depending on ||/||¿2 such that
X{t)={o i>2 and -2<*'<0 for/G (1,2).
Let v(q) = X((2K4(I2(q) + l)x/2)~x ¡02n(V(q) + K2)dt). Define for q E E J{Q) = j" Qltfl2 -V(q) + tp(q)f • ^ dt.
Let supp ip denote the closure of the set {q E E\ ip(q) / 0} in E.
Lemma 2.6 (Lemma 2.11 [18] [18] ). J E CX(E, R) and there is a constant K6 > 0 such that J(q) > K6 and J'(q) = 0 implies that J(q) = I(q) and l'(q) = 0.
For a given Banach space 3S , we say a functional L E C (¿¡ § , R) satisfies the Palais-Smale cpndition (P.S) if whenever a sequence {um} c ¿% satisfies that L(um) is uniformly bounded and L'(um) -► 0, then {um} is precompact.
Let [J]c = {q E E \ J(q) < c} , [J]c = {q E E \ J(q) > c} for any ceR.
Lemma 2.9 (Lemma 2.15 [18] ). There is a constant K7 > 0 such that J satisfies (P.S) on [J]Ki.
A MINIMAX FRAMEWORK
In this section using the properties of the functional J we define two sequences of minimax values of J, {bk ¡} and {ak ¡}, such that bk ( > ak r We prove that whenever bk ¿ > ak ., J possesses a critical value not less than bk i and corresponding critical points of J are solutions of (1.1).
To define {bk ¡} and {ak .}, we introduce an auxiliary space X with an S -action Te . This structure will be used in §4 to get the estimates from above for the growth of {ak .} . The definitions of bk . and ak . involve the FadellRabinowitz cohomological index which will be used in §5 to get the estimates from below for the growth of {ak ¡} . We define the usual lexicographical order for 2-tuples (k , i) E 3¡ as following, where S = ({0} U N) x {1.N} .
(j ,m) = (k, i), if j = k and m -i, (j ,m) <(k , i), if j < k or j = k and m < i. These functions form an orthogonal basis for E. Let
Let R0 > 0 be a constant, which will be determined later. By (2.5), there is a constant Rk ¡> RQ+ I for any (k ,ï)E& such that J(q)<0 if qEEk t and \\q\\E>Rkj, and *!U+l >**.<>* V(/C,/)G^.
We shall impose more conditions on Rk . 's later. Define
where BkA{E) = BR {E), Bp(E) = {q E E\ \\q\\E < p} for p>0.
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For the 5'-action T0 defined on E by (2.1), we say a subset B of E is 51(£')-invariant if
If B is an 51(£')-invariant set of E, we say h:B -► E is an 5'1(£)-equivariant map, if
Note that the fixed point set of this group of symmetries is Using the expression (3.4), for q E E, we find
In order to define a family of the minimax sets, we introduce a new space X based on E. We shall define a simpler S -action on X than that on E. The norm on X is defined by
for x E X given by (3.7), and then X becomes a Hubert space under the corresponding inner products. We define an 5 -action te on X by Note that X0 N = Fix{fe} . On the Cartesian product space X x E, we define an 5'-action by fg(x , q) = (fex , Teq), for (x , q) E X x E and 0 G [0,2«).
We define S'(ATx.E)-invariant sets, equivariant maps, and invariant functionals similarly. Let !F denote the family of closed (in X x E ) S (XxE )-invariant subsets in (X x £)\{0} . Then &~ contains sets in 3? x {0} and {0} x <T. We introduce the Fadell-Rabinowitz cohomological index theory (cf. The usual "identity map", id(x) = q if x ~ q, is not SX(X, £')-equivariant. We need to define a new map which is S (X, £')-equivariant and which will play the role of the identity map in the (X, E) setting. For any x E X with expression (3.7) we define a map h as follows (3. Concerning this map h , we have Lemma 3.13. The map h defined by (3.12) possesses the following properties,
Proof. 1 °. By (3.6) and (3.8), x E X implies that ||A(x)||£ = \\x\\x < oo, i.e.
h(x) E E. Hence h maps X into E. It is clear h(X) = E. We only prove the continuity of h for the case N = 1. The general case can be done similarly.
Suppose xn , x E X, xn -> x in X as n -> oo. Write xn = (pn(n), <pk(n)),
Since ||x||2 = 2np0 + «D^O + k2)p\ < oo, given any e > 0, there is an 
there is /V2eN such that for any n > N2 oo ,
Since xn -► x in X as «-»oo, there is N3 E N such that for « > N3,
7C=1
Let /V4 = max{A/2, N3} . From (3.14)-(3.17), we get that for any n>N4,
Thus h E C(X, E). In [18] , Rabinowitz proved an important existence result (Lemmas 1.57 and 2.29 [18] ), which shows that if bk ( > ak i then the asymmetric functional J possesses a critical value bk ¡(a) > bk ¡. The following proposition is a variant of this result in our setting, which is one of the three key steps in the proof of Theorem 1.2. and using the Dugundji Extension Theorem [8] to further extend h to the whole Djm+x(X),weêttthat heAjm. 2°. bkJ(3)>bki>akJ>K7. For the proof of Proposition 3.21, we require the following standard "deformation theorem" (cf. [14] ). The above arguments show that the definitions (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27) are consistent and h E C(Q , E). From the above proof, we also get that
Since dP ç Q = Q, where "3" is taken within X■ m+x, by the Dugundji Extension Theorem [8] we can extend h to all of P continuously. This shows that h G C(Dj m+x (X) ,E If the system (1.1) possesses only finitely many solutions, for at most finitely many (k, i), bk ¡> ak .. In this section we prove that if for all large enough k and i = 1,... , N, bk ¡ = ak ., then using the inequality (2.7) we have and this inequality implies the following estimate on the growth of {ak .} ak,<ßxe'B y (2.7), we get that
Since p > 1, there is A"g > 0 depending on K5 and p only such that
We shall prove the following claim in §5, (4.3) ak ( -► +00 as k -» +00 for any 1 < / < N.
So there is a k0 e N such that
Proposition 4.5. Assume that there is a constant kx > kQ such that bk . = ak . for every k > kx and 1 < i < N. Then there exists a constant ßx -ßx(kx) > 0 such that (4.6) ak ,. < ßxkM/{ti~X), fork>kx, I < i < N. Proof. For (k, i) > (kx, 1), we get that (4) (5) (6) (7) at ¡4.1 = inf maxJ(q)< inf maxi max J(T"q)). «fc.l+1 *«*.!+«+ *S«qu+«>I/', +!>-Then a slight extension of the argument of [2] gives (4.6).
Thus we have reduced the proof of (4.6) to proving the inequality (4.8), i.e. the following lemma. Proof. It suffices to prove that for every B E^Sk ¡, there is an A E s¡¿k /+1 such that (4.14) maxL(<?) < maxL(^). Now we define a map h from which we shall get an A E s/k i+x . Let 
The proof is complete. Q.E.D.
Remark 4.18. A result like Proposition 4.5 was given by Rabinowitz (Lemma 2.31 [18] ). Unfortunately the proof there is not complete. By introducing the space X we get a unique expression y = tex in (4.17), which guarantees the map h constructed in the proof is well defined, and enables us to complete the proof. We are indebted to Professor Paul H. Rabinowitz who pointed out the shortcoming in the proof of Lemma 2.31 [18] to us.
A LOWER ESTIMATE FOR THE GROWTH OF {ak ¡}
In this section, we shall prove the following estimate on the minimax value sequence {ak .} of J. At the end of this section, we shall complete the proof of our main result, Theorem 1.2. We will prove Proposition 5.1 in several steps. These steps reduce the estimates to successively simpler situations, the final one being an estimate of minimax values for functional associated with a single ordinary differential equation.
Step 1. Reducing to the estimate to a sequence of minimax values {ck .} for a functional ®(q) = £*, <p(qt).
We need the following lemma, which was proved by Bahri and Berestycki, Lemma 5.3 (Lemma 5.1 [4] ). Let U E C(RxRN ,R) and U(t, q) is T-periodic in t, then there exists GeC (R,R) such that 1° . G1 = g is odd.
2°. G(Q) = g(0) = g'(0) = 0.
3°. g is increasing and convex on [0, + oo).
4° . 0 < 3C7(r) <« rg(r) for all r E R\{0} . 5°. U(t,q) < £¡Ii <?(«,) + U0 for all (t,q) E RxR*, where q = (qx, ... , qN) and the constant U0= 1 + max^^, Q<l<T \U(t, q)\.
Proof. For completeness, we sketch the proof here. We have the following standard result. Lemma 5.5 . cp e C2( W , R), <ï> g C2(E , R), and both satisfy the corresponding Palais-Smale condition (P.S). Remark. Cf. the proof of Theorem 2.61 of [15] and [20] .
We require one more condition on the Rk ¡ 's, Proof. The first inequality follows from that s/k i+l ç s/k .. Since
Therefore by the choice of C7, for <? g Z? we have that
This yields (5.8). Q.E.D.
Step 2. Reducing to the estimate to a sequence of minimax values {ck ¡} for <f>.
In [19] , Rabinowitz proved the following intersection result, which is essential for the lower bound estimate of the ak ¡ 's. [19] . The proof there used an S -action version of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem proved by Fadell, Husseini and Rabinowitz [9] . We refer the readers to [19] and [9] , and omit the proof here.
In W, we define subspaces Wk = span{sin./7 , cos;7 10 < j < k} forkE {0} u N. (by (5.16)). This yields (5.14) and completes the proof. Q.E.D.
Using the intersection Lemma 5.9 and estimates (5.13) and (5.14), we can get a positive lower bound for ck . with large enough (k , i). («O) |W|t-< (^)"!||i"||t! <Ä0(-^)"2. Remark. In the appendix we give a more direct proof of Lemma 5 .27 via phase plane analysis.
Step 4. The properties of {ck ¡} .
Since we can identify the space W with the subspace IV x {O}^-1 of E, we get the induced S '-action Te on IV. We define Sx ( ^-invariant set, SX(W)-equivariant map and S' ( W)-invariant functional in the same way as in (3.1), (3.2) and (2.2), and Fix{Te | w} = {u E W \ Tgu = u V0 g [0,2«]} = W0 . Let W be the family of closed (in IV) 5'1(W/)-invariant sets in W\{0} . From the index theory y:% -» ÑU {oo} we also get an induced index theory on W. We still denote it by y . It possesses the four properties listed in Lemma 3.10. In order to study the properties of {ck ,}, we need the following deformation lemma for cp and <I>. We are rather sketchy here. For details of the proof we refer to Theorem 1.9 [14] . 3°. cp(r\.(t,q))< Mriiis.q)) for q E E, 0<s<t<l and i = 1, ... , N. 4°. 0>(t7(í , q)) < ®(ti(s ,q)),for qeE, 0 < s < t < 1. Then co and Q are 5 -equivariant, locally Lipschitz continuous vector fields on IV and E respectively, and we have 0 < \\(0(u)\\w < I for UE IV, 0 < \\a(q)\\E < y/Ñ for q E E.
We consider the following ordinary differential equation on E fon, (dn(t,q)/dt = n(r,(t,q))
By the basic existence theory for such equations and the properties of Q described above, we obtain the existence of n(t, q) on (-00, + 00) x E, and in particular we have ^(i, q) E C([0 ,l]xE,E). ] , by the definition of g4, (5.30) yields (5 / dni(t,q)/dt = oe(ni(t,q)) (dni(t,q)/dt--l rli(0,q)=qi.
Viewing (qx , ... , qt_x , q¡+x , ... , qN) as parameters in (5.31), using the definition of E, and following the proof in [14] , we can get 6° and 7° . Therefore we have completed the proof of Lemma 5.28. Q.E.D.
With the aid of the above deformation lemma, we get the following multiplicity result for {ck ¡} , So BES/k.+x.
Since BEA, S(B) ç S(A), so by (5.33) (5.34) max cp(q)<c + e.
q»€S(B) "
We define
for every x G Dj m(X).
Then H E C(Dj m(X), E), since h and r¡( 1, •) are continuous. ZZ is S1 (X, £)-equivariant, since so is A and r\(l ,■) is 51(£')-equivariant. For x G dBj m(X) n Xj m , since /z G Tj m , h(x) E dB. JE) n E. m and «(Ai*)) < 0. Step 5 We omit the proofs of above theorems. he assumed (V3) and that \b(q)\, \b'(q)q\ were bounded. 3°. We also refer to Benci, Cappozzi, and Fortunato [5] for a related result.
Appendix. A detailed study of a single equation
In this appendix, we give a direct proof of Lemma 5.27 The simple closed curves F -constants are the trajectories of (A.l) in the phase plane so all solutions of (A. 1 ) are periodic and the periods satisfy dA(F) (A.7)
T(F) = dF where A(F) is the area of the region enclosed by the curve for fixed F . It is easy to see that all T-periodic solutions of (£ Note that for any given value of F , by (A. 6) easy to see that all T-periodic solutions of (A.l) in Wx ,2([0, T] ,R) are C2 y = ±y/2(F -G(x)), so since G is even in x , the solutions of (A.l) spend equal amounts of time in each quadrant in the phase plane and the solution v of (A. 1 ) with the energy F , period T = T(F) and initial value v(0) = 0 is odd about 0 and even about 7/4. From (A.6) we also have that v(t) = 0 only at / = zT/2 for i e Z and for such t, \v(t)\ = y/2F . o Jo
It then easily follows that v e C2(R, R), has the energy F and minimal period T(F). We denote this solution by vF .
Lemma A.10. 1°. T is a strictly monotone decreasing continuous function of F on (0, + oo).
2° . T^O as F ^+oo.
3°. r^+oo as F-+0.
Proof. 1°. The continuity of T is a direct consequence of (A.8).
Assume that there are Fx < F2 such that Tx = T(FX) < T(F2) = T2. Therefore for any given T> 0 there is a unique F(T) which gives a solution v of (A.l) with the energy F(T) and period T. Now we consider all 2«-periodic solutions of (A.l). Let Fk be the energy level corresponding to the period 2«//c. Let uk = vF defined in Remark A. 9 and let yk = <P(uk) = j ' (\\ùk\2 -G(uk)\ dt for k E N. Lemma A. 12. ík>±.G-\Fk) fork EIS.
k « Proof. By (A.11), 2n/k > 4G~x(Fk)(2Fk)~x'2 and this implies the lemma.
Q.E.D. Lemma A. 13. Ll > 4ÍL2ic7 \F\ and y > o for k e N. k2 np k' 'k
